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Renee - Do colours affect emotions?

Different colours can affect our emotions and perceptions in negative as well

as positive ways. There are ways to apply this knowledge to improve our lives.

There are also reasons why some colours are associated with certain things

and that has to do with how they make us feel.

 

Aditi- What is happiness? 

Happiness  is defined as the presence of positive emotions and the absence of

negative emotions. In the course of my essay, we will delve into the meaning of

intrinsic happiness and how to cultivate it(make it a habit) and what is, in my

opinion, true happiness.

 

Michelle - How can we motivate ourselves more effectively? 

Do you find that you always procrastinate? You try to tell yourself to do your

work, but you just won’t do it! You just can’t seem to finish your work before

12am, and burn the midnight oil right before a main exam, and then end up

flunking it badly. Here is a few new ways to help you.

 

Lokesh - Why was math created?

Many students from all over the world may despise math, which actually should

not be the case. Through this piece, I explain that math was discovered and

why it had to be used widely. The piece also touches on the importance of

math and includes quotes and a short poem to enhance how important math

is. Finally, I explain that confidence is the key to being able to enjoy math and

that everyone should not question why math was created but should think

about how they can contribute to math.
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Cayden - Why is life built on the foundation of death even though

both of them are so different?

Why are life and death related even though they are so fundamentally

different?

Just a short story on the relationship of death and life, and why one

cannot exist without the other

 

Debraath - How do people differentiate abstract art from

scribbles?

This topic has been subject to heated debate due to the fact that art is

extremely subjective. This piece attempts to explore the difference

between the too. Scribbles can be defined as art but art is not all

scribbles. The appreciation of art is volatile. Abstract art is perceived

and can only be understood by who looks at it. It will not be wrong to

say that analysing abstract art is conceptualising negative numbers in

terms of objects.

 

Yvette - Why do we dream?

As the scientific answer to this has not yet been universally agreed on, I

took it upon myself to give a creative spin to this question- one that can

be taken in so many different ways. In this poem, I juxtaposed reality

and dreams in a two-voice poem. Which life do you prefer? While the

answer may be obvious at first, this poem aims to tell a cautionary tale

when you pick one over the other.
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Madeline - Is fairtrade ethical?

Fairtrade is designed to give producers in less developed countries achieve

better trading conditions. It gives us coffee beans and ice-cream, and

enforces better work environment standand   However, is it truly ethical?

Does it benefit the producers as much as it claims to?

 

Tricia - Can the human mind remain conscious or immortal

indefinitely without going insane?

Immortality is defined as eternal life, and being exempt from death. The

search for immortality has been going on for a long time, starting with the

ancient greeks who believed in an eternal union between body and soul, to

today, with researchers painstakingly trying to pave a path to complete

rejuvenation. However, do humans really have the capability to remain

conscious forever without literally losing one’s mind?

 

Sean - Why is the plural of ‘moose’ not ‘meese’ when the plural of

goose is geese?

I initially tried to write a factual, etymological explanation of the question,

but my research led me to discover how seemingly illogical and intriguingly

inconsistent the English language is. As such, I was inspired to personify the

creators of the English language as employees in a dysfunctional office-like

hierarchy, with all the miscommunication and inefficiency befitting of such

a characterisation.
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Oviya - Is the whole world, along with our experiences, staged?

What if your mundane everyday life is the result of someone else’s actions?

Imagine you, a mindless marionette, controlled by a master puppeteer and

carrying out their bid for your entire life. //The conspiracy theorists were

right.

 

Cherry - is complex thought possible without language?

Language is inescapable, but is it a precursor to forming complex thought? In

this piece I present my personal views to the question, arguing that most

aspects of complex thought - one's ability to be creative, think critically and

problem-solve - is entirely possible without language. Language, on the other

hand, plays a role not in forming thoughts but in articulating them, allowing

you and I to communicate.

 

Shina - Does everyone feel this way?

Loneliness is no stranger to most of us. In our darkest moments, we wonder is

everyone has felt this way. We wallow in self-pity, not at all soothed by the

thought that we are alone in our complexity, our capability for pain and grief.

We convince ourselves that only we feel this way. But that’s false.

 

Janani - How are prosthetics made?

What are prosthetics? Who are they used by? How are they made? How long

do they take to be made? What is the process like? This is an exploration of

the fundamental tool that people all around the world to get by day to day.

 

 

 

 

 



Do colours affect mood?
written by renee

Colours are a fundamental part of most of our lives even if we don't recognise that it is. It's

literally in everything we see, from the natural scenery to our digital world.

You've probably asked someone, "What's your favourite colour?" But, have you ever

considered why people like certain colours and not others?  After all, colours are merely an

illusion that our brains tell us when it perceives different frequencies of light waves.

 

However, certain studies show that humans tend to associate certain colours with

completely unrelated moods and feelings. As such, having the right colours in your

surroundings may actually benefit you positively in regards to your emotions.

RED

A colour you see often during Chinese New Year,

Red is often linked with luck and love. Contrarily,

Red appears to bring about feelings of anger and

intensity, you may be more inclined towards

'seeing red'

 

Red is the colour of danger and threats, think

about those big Red buttons in movies or even the

blood that oozes itself out of wounds. Studies

have found that Red is linked to the fight or flight

response. 

 

It is not all bad though, as Red also can make you

feel stronger and have more confidence. It has

also been shown to increase your energy, boost

your enthusiasm and excitement.

 

Many discussions and articles have pointed out

that the colour often representing Valentine's Day

and love is the same colour we associate with hell

or the Devil. This shows the intensity of emotions

we feel when we see this primary colour. This may

be why red is such an iconic colour to wear, even

on your lips. Just like Taylor Swift!

source: canva



Do colours affect mood?
written by renee

YELLOW

The next primary colour is well known for being cheerful and optimistic. It deserves this

reputation as Yellow has a variety of helpful benefits on our wellbeing. It does make us

more jubilant and confident as well as helping us stay more energised.

 

Yellow is a good colour to wear if you want to stand out as in a crowd (especially if you’re

Rihanna at the Met Gala!) It also has a positive and cheery effect on the beholder. Be

wary of having Yellow in your room though, as it may grab your attention from that long

overdue work!

 

I was very surprised to learn this, but Yellow actually has as many negative effects as well.

It causes some people to feel overwhelmed and bad-tempered. There was a case in

which a school that was dipped in a bucket of Yellow paint had more fights breaking out.

Personally, I find that the saturation of the colour makes all the difference.

 

Slightly unnervingly, babies cry more often in Yellow rooms than one of any other colour.

Which makes me question if Yellow is as cheery as we think.

source: canva

BLUE 

Closets are a place where many colours can be found, but what do you wear? If you want

to seem wiser or more reliable then Blue is a great colour to wear. Blue enables us to trust

another person more as it is associated with intelligence, responsibility and logic.

 

A study showed that employees who worked in a Blue colour office made fewer errors and

were more efficient than their counterparts who toiled away in a grey coloured space.

 

Blue is also a calming colour. It is the heart of the sky and the oceans. Looking at Blue can

help soothe and relax the mind. You may feel less stressed, apprehensive and troubled as

you look at the serene colour. 

 

As you bathe yourself in Blue, try not to look too ‘Blue’ as the colour is also linked with

sadness and giving others the cold shoulder.

 Be wary of what shade of Blue you are using as deeper shades are normally more darker,

figuratively and literally.



Do colours affect mood?
written by renee

PINK

A lighter Red, but it appears to have the exact opposite effect on us. In a study during

which 150 men looked at either a Blue or Pink board, the men who looked at the Pink

board had decreased strength while those who stared at the Blue one had increased

strength. A football coach once painted an opposing team’s locker room in the hopes of

giving his team an advantage! So while Red energises us, Pink weakens and calms.

 

Prisoners have been shown to calm down significantly after being in a Pink room. Pink also

tends to make us feel comforted, perhaps because it has a lingering of a mother’s love.

On a somewhat related note, girls are constantly associated with this colour which shows

that the connotations and feelings that Pink inspires have been here for a long time.

 

A former First Lady of The United States of America, Mamie Eisenhower, was absolutely in

love with the colour Pink. She wore an extravagant pink ball gown to her husband’s

inauguration in 1953.  

 

There is a more negative side to Pink than just decreasing our strength, Pink may make us

overly cautious, emotional, childish and lacking in responsibilities. Perhaps that is the

reason why all teenage girl villains are dressed in Pink!

(Does anyone still remember Mean Girls?)

 

Remember the prisoners who seemed to respond positively to Pink? After a while, the

positive effects wore off and the inmates became even more ruffled

 

So it seems as if none of colours I’ve covered so far inspire only positive responses, but

let’s not give up hope and move on to the most royalist of colours, Purple.

source: canva



Do colours affect mood?
written by renee

PURPLE

Often described as spiritual, intellectual and regal, Purple is a very fancy and elegant

colour.

Unlike the rest of the colours mentioned above, there is actually a historical reason why

Purple can make us feel sophisticated.

 

Since Purple appears very rarely in nature, it was expensive and time consuming to produce

Purple dye. Only the wealthiest people were able to afford the luxury.

Here is an excerpt from The New York Times:

 

To make Tyrian purple, marine snails were collected by the thousands. They were then boiled

for days in giant lead vats, producing a terrible odor. The snails, though, aren’t purple to

begin with. The craftsmen were harvesting chemical precursors from the snails that, through

heat and light, were transformed into the valuable dye. The compounds that turn purple in

this process serve a defensive role in the snail — they protect the egg masses from bacterial

infection.

 

Yes, believe it or not, this disgusting process was paid for by Roman royalty and nobility. The

dye was even worth its weight in gold!

 

So if you want to wear a reminder that people liked to wear snail dye to feel noble, try on

that Purple garment that’s in the back of your closet. 

 

Well, I’ve covered some common everyday colours,

but there are so many more! Like Green, Orange,

Brown and Black. What do you think about this

topic? Do you believe that the colours you choose

really have an impact, or is the evidence for this

phenomenon, or lack of it, clouded by bad

research and bias?

 

Next time you are taking a break from your

homework, look out of the window and see what

colours you spot and what you feel at the sight of

them.

source: canva



What is happiness?
written by aditi

Happiness is immeasurable, and certainly cannot be bought. It is a feeling of contentment and

fulfilment. It is a feeling of satisfaction and purpose in life. Scientifically, happiness is referred to

as “hedonia”, which is essentially the presence of positive emotions and the absence of negative

emotions. In my opinion, the true meaning of happiness is determined by the person who is

experiencing it in his own unique way: Some people find happiness in success while some find their

happiness in enjoying perfectly good health. Some may find happiness in winning in competitions.

Some may find happiness in doing the same scientific experiment over, and over and over again,

irrespective of failures. Simply being by oneself could result in happiness for some. There is a

myriad of different ways through which happiness can be felt, and there is no universal recipe

through which happiness can be made. For majority of people, happiness is situation driven. It is a

material asset. These people need a beneficial or confidence-boosting situation for them to feel

truly happy. However, for the very few who are intrinsically happy, even the minutest things in life

could make them happy. 

 

Happiness cannot occur on its own. It needs to be discovered, experienced and sometimes even

developed over a span of time. It can only truly occur when the person is willing to be happy. For

example, if you get a present that you like, naturally, you cannot be happy with it unless you are

willing to.  

 

To develop intrinsic happiness, one must have the determination to remain happy, even when they

face trying situations, they need to feel grateful for the smallest things in life. They need to have

positivity and hope that everything will eventually get better. They need to understand that life is

filled with ups and downs, and that every tiny experience is a learning point to make improvements.

These thoughts are reassuring and are sure to help one cultivate happiness inside them.

 

This brings me to another question:- Is happiness related to other feelings?

Without a shadow of doubt, it is. Happiness is impacted by other feelings, and happiness in turn

impacts the same feeling. It is a two-way street. Let's take gratitude as an example.

 

Gratitude is probably the most crucial quality one needs to develop to attain happiness. Being

grateful for the littlest things in life is certainly a strength.

source: canva



What is happiness?
written by aditi

Having gratitude helps ensure that one does not focus on the negative 'downs’ in life like poor

health and financial crunches, but the positives, the ‘ups’ in life. In a nutshell, we need to be

grateful for anything and everything in life, right from being alive.

 

Short-term, temporary happiness is a state of mind, but happiness can made into a habit when it is

practiced like a ritual. Happiness can be made a habit when one changes his perspective.

 

As the wise saying goes, “Your perception is your reality”. When one looks at a situation from

another’s perspective, understanding can form a bud of happiness inside of the person. As the

person looks at many situations, stepping into many people’s shoes, the bud blooms into a beautiful

flower of intrinsic happiness inside of the person.

 

As Aristotle once said, “Happiness depends upon ourselves.” Only we have the power to cultivate

true happiness within ourselves and make the environment less negative.

You might be wondering, “How does my happiness affect the environment around me?”

 

Let us go back to the scientific definition of happiness. Well, when one is happy, he is filled to the

brim with positive energy. Happiness is like a lit candle. When a candle lights another, it keeps its

light and at the same time gives it away. With more lit candles, the flame brightens. The same goes

for happiness. When one is in a good mood, he is cheerful when interacting with others around him.

Others would also feel good When happiness is spread, the whole environment becomes more

peaceful and much brighter. If everyone went about sharing happiness what a beautiful place the

world we live in would be!

 

In conclusion, being happy with what you have and in who you are is very important. Finding

happiness in everyday life is the way to make life more interesting, filled with optimistic thoughts.

As Abraham Lincoln said, “Most folks are as happy as they make up their minds to be.” As long as

you are motivated to be happy and optimistic at all times and are willing to make an effort to be

grateful for what you have, you will be happy!

 

Stay positive, and you will truly be happy!

source: canva



“Don’t worry! You’re the best!”

 

Words of encouragement are the conventional

ways of motivating ourselves and I am saying this in

a sarcastic way. Seriously. How can you motivate

yourself with just a few simple words that anyone in

the world can say to you? The only thing that can

motivate oneself effectively, and will work all the

time, is actions, unique to you and only you.

 

This may sound hard at first, but trust me, over time

as you discover your strengths and weaknesses, you

will find many ways to motivate yourself when you

are feeling down. Part of the reason so many

teenagers suffer from depression nowadays is that

they have low self-esteem. Scientific studies from

Harvard University have shown that people who

believe strongly in themselves have a six times

lower risk of suffering from depression than those

who always complain about everything around

them. 

 

Here are the few different ways that I use to

motivate myself.

 

 

Firstly, everyone should set goals. Often, we may feel

discouraged by not understanding which direction to

go. Take a three-way road for example. The first road

points you to a giant bungalow. The second road

points you to a land of money. The third road points

you to a land of food. Imagine you are a poor, starving

and homeless person. Where would you go? What do

you need most? Most people in this case would say, “I

need all! I need a house, food, and money!” But no.

What you need most is help. Wherever there would be

help, whichever road you should choose. Some people

feel that they can find help with a house. Others find

food more effective. And the rest find money the most

useful.

Always ask yourself these questions: Why do you want

to achieve these goals? Do you know how to achieve

this goal? You must always have a plan of how to

achieve each and every one of your goal. Often, you

may find that more than one goal can be achieved by

one way. Organize yourself with a list of things you

want to achieve and always remember to write down

the goals you have already achieved. You will realise

that every time you attain a goal, you feel good while

having a sense of self-realisation and skill, helping you

to build momentum to achieve your other goals. 

 

Secondly, you should try to make new choices and try

out new things. Why do I say this? Many people have

something in common. And that is, sadly, the fact that

they are stubborn and refuse to try new things. They

prefer to stay in their comfort zones and refuse to

think out of the box. That is why, whenever students

are given “creative thinking” worksheets, that they do

so badly. What can we do to change this? The answer

is simple. Try new things! This is easier said than done,

so I am going to share with you something that will

slowly shape you into a better person.

 

 

How can we motivate ourselves
more effectively?
written by michelle

source: https://www.jackcanfield.com/blog/visualization-and-

motivation/



Take for example. Algebra. Algebra is not

encouraged in primary school. My Primary 4

mathematics teacher forbid me from using algebra

to solve the math questions. Now that I think back, I

think that she was stubborn, and would just refuse

to mark anything out of the answer scheme. Over

time, if teachers keep influencing students like that,

the students will be moulded into people who

refuse to use algebra. What will happen then? Will

algebra die out and become extinct? Now, that is

an example of adults refusing to think out of the

box. We should not be afraid to try out new fields

and change our mindset that being in a new field

means you will never succeed. That is not true! It is

possible to succeed as long as you bother to put in

effort in your work.

 

Because of the considerable time spent studying

and doing the best in their respective field, many

people do not have enough courage to change.

They believe that trying something new by starting

from scratch is a step backwards. However, they

fail to realize that insisting on something that is no

longer a valued activity only increases our

frustrations. Knowing how to motivate yourself also

means being willing to change your actions, mainly

in the professional setting. However, you should not

give up easily.

 

We are often deceived by ourselves and let

everything fall quickly enough. It is important to

change, but changing constantly, without persisting

in what you started, is not a good strategy. All in

all, try as hard as you can before making any

changes. Think about it and find out if you are

changing to improve or if it is just giving up

something that seems too difficult. Knowing how to

motivate yourself to work harder and harder also

means learning about the fact that you want to

change your actions, mainly useful in the

professional setting.

Lastly, please do not be afraid of making mistakes. As

mentioned above, many people are reluctant to try

new things, and one of the reasons is that they are

afraid of making a mistake in the new field. For

example, trying out a new sport in secondary school.

Imagine that in primary school, you were in the

volleyball team, as that was the only sport you knew

how to play. But when you went to secondary school,

you realised that your school did not have volleyball as

a Co-Curricular Activity (CCA). They only had

badminton, track, and netball. What were you going to

do? Would you put off your sports interest just because

there was no volleyball? No, I would not, if I were in

that situation. I would choose a sport CCA and push

my boundaries to learn a new sport. Yes, there will be

taunts. Yes, it would not be as easy as if it were

volleyball. Yes, you might feel like giving up. But

remember. You want a sport CCA, so you should work

hard to achieve your goal. There it is again. Achieving

your goal.

 

So, now you see. All the things I have mentioned are

linked together. To sum it up, you should set

reasonable and achievable goals, and set up plans to

achieve them. Whenever you achieve a goal, you

should write it down, as a form of motivation for

yourself that whenever you achieve a goal, it will make

you feel good. You should also try out new things and

think out of the box. There are many solutions to one

question, even rigid questions pertaining to math. Last

but most important, always make mistakes! Well, not

really. But do not be afraid to do so! After all, mistakes

are the path to success!

How can we motivate ourselves
more effectively?
written by michelle



Why was math created?
written by lokesh

Why was math created? This is a question that many students, in fact almost everyone, from all over the world

may ask. Math was not created, it was not invented – it was discovered. Math consists of many different topics

so one person could not possibly be credited for all of it. Math was developed over thousands of years, by

thousands of people.

 

In the beginning, without math, farmers used easily available items, such as their fingers and coins, to count,

for example, the number of sheep entering and leaving the pen that they were in charge of. They placed sticks

on the grass for each sheep that left the pen and picked it up again once the sheep returned. As time went

by, some farmers needed to deal with greater numbers, and many farmers found it difficult to count to those

high numbers without a well-established number system. Soon, it was clear that an official number system had

to be used.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Imagine a world where everyone did not have math in their lives. Even though some may despise the subject,

math plays an important role in our lives. Without math, there would be no stocks, advanced computer

algorithms, nor measurement methods. To me, life would be bleak without math.

 

As Georg Cantor once said, ‘The essence of mathematics lies in its freedom.’ This suggests that anyone can

change math if they have enough proof that is able to show that the existing discovery wrong or that they

have made a new discovery and that math has no limits.

 

Therefore, no single person invented math. It is many contributions, that are still accumulating, that form math.

 

Mathematics sums up to mental stretching,

Adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing.

Equations and formulas, wrack your brain,

Some of your attempts are in vain.

However, try harder and then you will see,

Mathematics is not your enemy.

It may seem difficult and intimidating,

But at the end of the day, your efforts will be rewarding.

So do not fear math and its difficulty,

Try and you will realise that it is friendly.

 

Confidence is important, only if someone is confident with themselves, they will be able to excel. Actually,

math being created by so many people turned out to be useful and people should not be asking why math

was created, they should be asking ‘How can I contribute to the development of math?’

 

Therefore, the 1,2,3… number system, also referred to as

the Hindu–Arabic numeral system, started to be used

widely. Two Indian mathematicians are credited with

developing it. Aryabhata of Kusumapura developed the

place-value notation in the 5th century and a century

later Brahmagupta introduced the symbol for zero.

source: canva

source: canva



Why is life built on the foundation of
death even though both of them are
so different?

written by cayden

On a beautiful day, or so it would have been described 65 million years later, a young male

Tyrannosaurus Rex of just 14 years, trudged through the forest. As its scaled tail whipped

sedately in its trail, the stalks of plant in its way snapped in half like so much paper, the

giant stopped, its nostrils flaring, as it smelled the air of the grove and sampled the lives of

its inhabitants. Almost gently, the behemoth leaned down, its gentle curving yet sticklike

claws hanging limply, and devoured a smaller animal whole. The crunch made was a single

sound, as the bones of the unfortunate creature was simultaneously crushed and its life

callously broken without so much as a whisper. The beast turned to head to its stomping

grounds, which it had wandered away from. Though primitive in intelligence, the beast still

stopped for just a moment to enjoy a look at the plateau gloriously spread before him. His

own kingdom, wherever the light touched

 

In nearly the same spot, grew a tree dark brown with eld, with ridges like mountains and

valleys standing out from on its bark, and a hundred summers of joy and prosperity inscribed

indelibly inside itself. For an age it had stood, absorbing water, sunlight, the blood of the

dead and the fallen into itself, and in turn, providing sanctuary for the generations of

murderers and scavengers that festered upon him like a plague unto themselves. For a

century it had grown strong and towering, feasting upon those that came before but were

too weak to stay. For a hundred years, it had become weaker as its hourglass slowly

fractured, its flame burned out, and his life wound down like an old worn spring.

Finally...slowly...like the embarking of a wave upon a dry shore...the slow descent of a falling

object into darkness… the tree fell. And the earth shuddered with its collapse.

 

The Dinosaur, the monster, the behemoth that would still be feared 6 million years after its

extinction, turned as the earth trembled beneath it, and the rushing and roaring of sound

filled its ears. It faced a tower of wood, a thousand times larger than the stalks it crushed

without a thought beneath its feet, and as unyielding as stone. It let out a roar as it tried

valiantly to stand against the onslaught of brown, but momentum, like no other before it,

finally succeeded in managing in slaying the beast. As the T-rex lay beneath the branches of

the tree that covered it akin to a blanket, it stared blankly at the plateau, illuminated by the

gentle soothing sunlight. Nearby, a brook gurgled happily over rocks and dirt, the only sound

in the suddenly silent forest. Truly, the beast almost thought as it slipped away, it was too

beautiful a day to die.



Why is life built on the foundation of
death even though both of them are
so different?

written by cayden

And so it went. As the months went by, the scavengers and the desperate, the cowards who

hid in shadows and the ones who flew above, all came for the feast they smelled: for the

meat of the greatest of beast made for a feast fit for a king. For a time, the branches of the

tree stopped the more sizable of the creatures, but the insects, who once trembled beneath

the monstrosity’s feet, brazenly wormed their way through the labyrinth of branches to the

feast beneath. Slowly, the predators broke through the leaves and consumed their fill. Many

lives were nourished by the meal, even the entire ecosystem was given a boost by this influx

of food. The whole forest gave thanks to this giant, who had lost its life and left many with

more of their own. Slowly, over the course of centuries, this tragedy was buried, under the

carcasses of those who profited and took from it. And so it continued, the tragic story

entombed under so many others. All of different shape and form, but a similar script and

plot: death, and from it, life.

 

Then a burning chunk of stone covered the sun. In its wake, earth was scorched and torn

asunder. Dust, in a plague that swallowed the planet, covered all in a thick blanket. The

catastrophe covered the plants and the animals, the dead stories beneath their feet, and

enacted new ones. 90% of everything died, in this resulting wasteland of ash and hunger.

The survivors, however, awoke to a planet-wide banquet of proportions never seen before or

after. And the life that was victorious, prospered. The dinosaur, under it all, knew nothing.

 

Then came age after age, a never ending saga of death, an immortal celebration of life.

Civilisations formed, calamity given shape and tool, one after another. War unending, peace

slaughtered like lamb before a wolf. Death, almost an entity unto itself, rejoiced in the

slaughter, of cessation of all, young and old, rich and poor, that unending feast made of the

the flesh and spirit that came before. Slowly, like a child learning how to walk, civilisation

turned its annihilating gaze to the earth. Dirt, burnt and crisped with fire, tainted with

energy, made toxic with waste: the planet itself was pulled into the festivities. The stories of

eld, the deaths and lives of the oldest among them, were slowly dredged up, so old and

forgotten that they oozed black. Nevertheless, it was processed, and used.

 

And so it went. The monster lived on, in black smoke belched from mechanical beasts,

towering and grey, in pipes sprayed from the backs of giant metal birds like feces onto the

land, and so on. The people of the land took it in, a little of the monster to accompany the

one already inside, and started to die, just a little faster. The T.rex lived on in others, still

killing, still spreading hurt and blight upon the land. An arbiter of death; a bringer of life; a

warden of Chaos; a messenger of prosperity. And the beast thought: Truly, it had been too

beautiful a day to die.

 



How do people differentiate abstract
art from scribbles?
written by lokesh

One might perhaps say that abstract art is just a composition of

mess and mistakes. Maybe even children could sell their “art” for

millions of dollars. What even is so special about abstract art? Some

lines, dots and smudges that dot the canvas here and there.

Normally, contempAbstract art is thought to be the artist's thoughts,

his or her ideas and inspiration represented on a canvas with paint.

Some people view abstract art as the thought process of the artist,

complex yet harmonious to some extent. Others view it as a total

waste of time and resources.

 

Meanwhile, children's scribbles also are scrutinised and deemed as

being creative. To an untrained eye, scribbles would look no

different from abstract art. Yet not a single art critic believes this.

Art critics often debate on the intention or the motive of the piece

of art. Unless clarified by the author, most of these debates result in

subjective opinions, mainly because objectivity is not determinable

through art that is not representational.

 

 

“Bridge”

Robert Ryman (30 May 1930 - 8 Feb 2019)

Sold for $20.6 million at an auction in

May 2015

oil and rust preventative paint on canvas

(191.7 x 182.8 cm.)

Scribbles may also be considered amateur abstract art, a special way of children expressing their

thoughts through visual media. Hence to some extent, both abstract art and scribbles do have the same

purpose. Some people think that their abstract composition is a method of them to explore their medium,

oil or acrylic or watercolour. Others consider the meaning of the piece based on the viewer's perspective.

 

Abstract art is typically sold at high prices and is mainly sold to private collectors, those whose tastes are

usually varied. However, people may sometimes shock collectors and critics in the art world by duping

them.  Chances are, they may sell children's scribbles as professional artwork and profit off it. Although 

 Not many people have the skill to identify a real piece from an imitation. To some, it may seem simple to

identify largely due to the artist's style.

 

There are some differences between painting and scribbling. Many people consider scribbling a result of

children’s play and that is not entirely wrong. Children draw and scribble, without the oppression of clarity

and perfection. Their scribbles usually are a method of channelling their energy into art, a visual activity

with the aid of a crayon or paint or pencil.

 

In brief, art can only be critiqued by the beholder. Scribbles and abstract art stray away from the

representation of daily life or well-known scenes and instead focus on the unknown and the new

perspective that art is always pictorial or pleasant.

 



Why do we dream?

written by yvette

Dream

 

sweet dreams

 

 

i bestow

upon you

 

 

a lullaby of

desire

i give you

 

 

hope

for

 

 

existence

cotton candy clouds, and

rainbow sunsets

 

 

illuminate

your mind, loneliness

is nowhere to be found

stars

 

 

in your eyes

 

 

behold every

colour

of ambition, belief, faith

 

 

 

Reality

 

 

Harsh reality 

I inflict

 

 

Upon you

 

 

cold truth

 

 

I give you

 

 

 

Existence

 

 

Dark scribbles

Vandalise 

 

 

Your mind, loneliness

 

 

Whirlpools 

In your eyes

 

 

Gaze upon

Grey

 

 

Failure, disappointment, regret 

 

 

 



Why do we dream?

written by yvette

a comforting

embrace

 

 

i am

a lie

you must not

accept

 

 

victim! hear me,

do not get

 

 

high on the sugar

missing among the stars

 

 

do not get lost

realise

 

 

the pain in the beauty

 

 

it’s time to

Wake up

A hurricane of

Cruel reality

 

 

I am

A truth

You must not

 

Deny

 

 

Victim! Hear me,

Do not get

Forgotten in the dark,

Swept by the whirlpool,

 

 

 

Do not get lost

Realise

 

 

The beauty of the pain

 

 

It’s time to

wake up

source: canva



How ethical is fairtrade?

written by madeline

Chocolate chip cookie dough. Chunky monkey. Cherry garcia.

 

Ben and Jerry’s ice-cream flavors are well known across the world.

The sweet pieces of fudge, the chocolatey goodness. This is a

product of fairtrade producers. Fairtrade producers grow not only

cocoa beans, but a wide range of products, including coffee,

oranges, cotton and wine. The Fair Trade Certified seal on products

indicates that they are produced according to rigorous social and

environmental standards. The producers also earns additional money

for community development with every sale, building a better future

for their families and communities.

 

All of this sounds great and it is a win-win situation; we get aromatic coffee that help us survive in the

mornings and the producers get their due reward. Upon digging deeper, Fairtrade products may not be

as good to the producers as it seems.  Professor Bruce Wydick, from University of San Francisco, points

out the hidden costs in Fairtrade coffee and how it may not just be unbeneficial to the producers, but

even detrimental. producers who wish to sell their coffee in the fair trade market must pay a certification

cost. The cost of certification has many indirect costs, including the cost of compliance with a number of

regulations with which producers have to adhere to. It is only beneficial if the benefits from certification

outweighs the cost of certification. However, from empirical data researched by economists de Janvry et

al., the profits generated by fair trade dissipate in the long run, and are no greater than from not being

certified. 

 

Colleen Berndt of George Mason University

elaborates on how the cost of Fairtrade membership

is high and after all the indirect expenses are

tabulated, “nothing remained of the Fairtrade

premiums to be passed on to the individual

producers”. In an experiment conducted by

graduate students in San Francisco, it was revealed

that the maximum amount a fair-trade producers

would gain from a cup of coffee that had a 50 cents

premium, was only one third of a cent. This illustrates

the inefficiency of the fairtrade system in

transferring the funds to the producers.

source: walgreens.com



How ethical is fairtrade?

written by madeline

 

Professor Daniel Jaffee, from Portland State University concludes that Fairtrade does not bring the

majority of participants out of poverty. He makes that conclusion due to the fact that relatively small

amount fair-trade coffee originates from the poorest coffee-growing countries: Ethiopia, Kenya and

Tanzania. Fair-trade exports from these countries represent less than 10 percent of coffee marketed

through fair trade, while the share from middle-income countries is much higher. Jaffee deduces that

Fairtrade targets the medium-poor countries, rather than the most poor ones.

 

This draws our attention to the most damaging aspect of Fairtrade. It makes the consumers believe the

purchasing fairtrade products are benefiting the poor; while in reality, there are other types of

movements that are more effective. The attention that Fairtrade has garnered causes the focus to be

shifted from other better movements, and onto Fairtrade which is significantly more inefficient.

 

The concept of fairtrade is great and it has, undeniably, benefitted many producers. However, it is

definitely not as good as it claims to be, and to pretend otherwise, would be unethical. When producers

who do not know better join these movement and pay the certification costs, it is with a false

expectation. That lack of transparency is unethical and it is taking advantage of the producers.

 

Instead of promoting an inefficient movement, we should be looking for more ways to help the the

producers. Like what Economist Dean Karlan said, impoverished coffee producers need more than good

intentions have  Our well meaning actions must translate into tangible results. Otherwise, the only people

feeling better would be (we) ourselves.

source: canva



Can the human mind remain conscious
or immortal indefinitely without going
insane?

written by tricia

Since the beginning of time, humans have harboured an obsession with living

forever. Of course, this dream may seem almost impossible, but this hasn’t

stopped people from trying to achieve this ultimate goal. But is immortality really

a viable option for the human race? So far, the longest living human has survived

to a whopping hundred and twenty two years of age. The universe is

approximately 13.8 billion years old. One human life is barely a speck compared to

the enormity of the universe. Us humans are replaceable, just another line in the  

But what if you were immortal? What could you be then? 

 

Picture a time where life as we know it has ended. The sun has consumed all the

hydrogen in its core and has started to burn hydrogen around its shell. Most of

earth’s atmosphere has been lost to space, and our planet has become a lava

ocean, with floating continents of metal and metal oxides and icebergs of

refractory materials. When the sun expands into a red giant, the moon will break

apart, and our earth would either be swallowed up by the sun, or just be left with

the core, which would decay after 200 years. Now, imagine still being alive during

this, suffering through extreme heat and destruction without being able to have

any reprieve from this. And alone. All alone. With no one to talk to, no one to

understand your pain, not even the comforting feel of someone else to share the

pain with.

 

I’ll admit, perhaps that scenario was a little too drastic. Why not envision another?

Say you have gained the boon of immortality. You fall in love, get married and

have children. Slowly, the years pass, your significant other, your offspring, your

relatives, all start aging. They start growing older. And then the inevitable

happens. You lose your loved ones, one by one. Watching them die, knowing that

you will never follow them to the world beyond. All because you accepted the gift

of eternal life. Was it worth it? Watching generation after generation of your

descendants die, one after another, never having a constant in your life.

Eventually, there will come a time where you can no longer recall how your

partner looked like, how your parents looked like, what kind of life you had lived.

Perhaps you would be begging for the torture to end, trying to find any way to

escape this, but that’s not possible, is it? After all, you can’t die. What would your

existence be other than a vicious cycle of pain and loss?



Can the human mind remain conscious
or immortal indefinitely without going
insane?

written by tricia

Here’s another possibility: Instead of having eternity for yourself, immortality is

granted to the whole world. What else could be better? You being able to spend

forever with your loved ones, as well as the human race forever being indebted to

you for releasing them from the impending clutches of death.

 

See, the thing is, although people may have stopped dying, the cycle of life still

continues, just only slightly jammed at one end. So, without any implemented

population control, the overall world population will just keep on increasing, until

there won’t be enough resources for the human race. Currently, the amount of

people born each day is around 360 thousand a day, while the number of deaths

is around 151 thousand. Now, without the deaths to offset the increase in the

population, the number of people in the world will begin to increase

exponentially. With the increased population, there would be a veritable explosion

in the number of mouths that would be needed to be fed, the number of people

who would need a roof over their head. With a limited amount of resources, there

will definitely come a point where either your social class status determines the

amount of resources you will have access to, or full out wars will break out in

order to scrounge whatever resources that can be obtained. Of course, since no-

one can die, the wars would continue on and on. Obviously no-one is going to be

happy with this situation, but what can anyone do?

 

Even if we do not realise it, the true reason why we live the way we do, is simply

because we will die. Knowing that we will die, that we only have a limited window

of time, is what gives us the motivation to truly live. To live life to the fullest. After

all, you never know when your last day will be. Make the most of the time that we

have on this earth, just to do as much as you can, before you inevitably have to

leave this world. However, if we bring immortality into the question, this no longer

applies to us. We do not have our mortality to constrain us any longer. We can do

anything and we can do it on our own time. But without the incentive of death, is

there really any reason to accomplish anything else? There would always be time

to do anything. And until the day where our world shatters and life as we know it

is no more, there will always be time.



Can the human mind remain conscious
or immortal indefinitely without going
insane?

written by tricia

Our humanity comes with the desire to live on as well as the inherent fear of

death. This creates an existential predicament with the ever-present potential to

experience the terror of no longer living. With this awareness of mortality, our

human ancestors were drawn to belief systems which helped them to live in a

world where they believed that death is not the ultimate end, where things like a

person’s soul could transcend death and live on in an afterlife. They also tried to

preserve their memories through permanent symbolic marks of themselves, like

memorials. The one thing in common in these views was that a person had to have

contributed greatly to one’s culture in order to become “immortal”, be it literally or

symbolically. A study conducted has found that with this motivator in place,

people tend to uphold their cultural beliefs more. The study in question involved

two groups of judges, one who were made to think about death and their

mortality and one who was not. A hypothetical case was then set out for them-in

this case, setting a bond for an alleged prostitute. The judges who were reminded

of their mortality tended to set higher bonds compared to those who were not,

amounting to a difference of more than $300. The more aware one is about their

impending death, the more one tries to make themselves feel as if they are a

good person, that they have contributed much to society. This increases the

chance that something great could stem from this mindset, and push people to

accomplish things that they would not have done without this particular brand of

motivation. 

 

Now, consider the opposite. Without the looming threat of death, it is as if there is

no form of divine punishment should someone does something which is

considered wrong in one’s culture. As mentioned before, the thought of death

causes individuals to try to become ‘better’ people, or at least think of themselves

as better people, causing them to be less likely to commit actions that will be

deemed inhumane. Without this mindset, where would this leave us? Lowered to

the station of a mindless animal, running around causing havoc without any

consequence? Lost of the one thing that made us humans, human? 

 

Perhaps living forever is a little overrated. After all, you may have preserved your

life, but will you keep your sanity?



Why is the plural of ‘moose’ not ‘meese’
when the plural of goose is geese?
written by sean

Legend says that when the Gods first created the world, man was but a simple ape, no different from a

wild goose or moose. It was the gracious and generous Goddess of Knowledge that blessed man with

the gift of intelligence and wisdom. However, the Goddess saw that while man could think and reason,

he could not convey his ideas to others, and was isolated. Unhappy with this, the Goddess of Knowledge

created Language, so man could bring their minds together and build great cities and monuments.

 

Unfortunately, at the time Language was created, the Goddess of Knowledge had an important meeting

with her boss to present her centennial “Evaluation of the Effects of Giving Knowledge to Humans”

report, and ensure that she would not get fired. Hence she hired a minor, unemployed deity to become

the Goddess of Language, and immediately delegated her to govern the new creation, and ensure that it

did not fall into ruin.

 

A thousand years passed. Although the Goddess of Knowledge did not trust the new employee, she

procrastinated checking up on Language as she was busy with writing an excessive amount of evaluation

reports for her draconian boss. She had considered complaining to the Heavenly Resources department

about employee mistreatment, but decided against it because the department was notorious for sucking

up to her supervisors.

 

Of course, when she received an aggressive Ethereal-mail from the Goddess of Life (who was not

particularly liked among the other Gods), complaining about the “irresponsible and disgraceful

mismanagement of Language”, the Goddess of Knowledge realized she had to take action to avoid a

corporate investigation.

 

“Do you know why I called you here?” the Goddess of Knowledge asked rhetorically when the Goddess of

Language arrived at her temple, 5 months late to their appointment.

 

To congratulate me on a job well done?”

 

The Goddess of Knowledge furrowed her eyebrows and presented her employee with a video clip that

she had recorded using her powers of omniscience. The Goddess of Language remained visibly uncaring

as she saw the direct evidence of her randomly spinning a large disc, snacking on ambrosia and playing

Minesweeper for thousands of years.

 

“Care to explain how this is what I hired you for?”

 

“Sure,” the employee replied. “That disc is the Wheel of Fortuna. It helps me make decisions about the

humans’ Language. Here, let me show you how it works,” she said, summoning the disc from thin air.

 

“One of those random groups of humans just discovered that large brown thing with horns. So now I

come up with a name for it,” she explained, spinning the wheel. Eventually, the spinner stopped on a thin

wedge of the wheel. “The spinner stopped on ‘M O O S E’, so now they’re gonna call it a moose.”



Why is the plural of ‘moose’ not ‘meese’
when the plural of goose is geese?
written by sean

“What if they want to refer to more than one moose?” the Goddess of Knowledge asked.

 

Well, then I just spin it again,” the Goddess of Language replied, spinning it again. “Oh, the spinner

landed on moose again. What a coincidence! I guess it’s the same word.”

“This is a terrible system. You’re just confusing the humans about singular things and plural things!”

 

“Oh, but the plural isn’t always the same as the singular noun,” the Goddess of Language clarified. “A

few millennia ago, that same group of humans found out about those weird duck things and needed a

name for it, so I spun the wheel to get a random mix of letters and it gave me ‘goose’,” she rambled.

“Then they wanted a word for if there’s more than one goose, so I got ‘geese’, which is different than

‘goose’,” she explained, proud of herself.

“…I literally could not have come up with a worse system than that. Is there any logical consistency

whatsoever in the words you came up with?”

 

“Well, the Wheel did seem to randomly decide that words with an ‘I’ and an ‘E’ together would have the ‘I’

come before ‘E’ unless both of them came directly after a ‘C’, in which case the opposite would occur,”

she mused. “But it’s really random after all, so it started coming up with ‘protein’, ‘deity’, ‘deign’, and

‘atheist’, although I forgot the meaning of that last one.”

 

““Give me one reason why I shouldn’t fire you for your incompetence,” the Goddess of Knowledge

demanded.

 

“Dude, you didn’t give me any employee training. How was I supposed to know what to do? You’re the

Head of Department, shouldn’t you be managing this stuff?”

 

“The point of me hiring you was so that I wouldn’t have to manage Language.”

 

“That means you can’t fire me, because then no one would do this stupid job,” the Goddess of Language

retorted smugly. “You know, I’d probably put more effort into this if you gave me an associate position.

I’m basically an unpaid intern,” she complained. “Doesn’t this department have enough in the budget to

pay me?”

 

The Goddess of Knowledge did not, in fact, have enough in her budget to pay the Goddess of Language,

as her department was massively underfunded compared to the Department of Military Gods.

Furthermore, she had to concede that managing and fixing the chaotic nature of Language was an

insufferably menial and undesirable job. Thus, in her infinite wisdom, the Goddess of Knowledge decided

that the Goddess of Language would remain an unpaid intern, and that the mismanagement of

Language was an acceptable trade-off.

 

And so, Language continued to be unfathomably inconsistent and impossible to learn entirely, because of

the Very Good Decisions of the Gods.



When the movie The Matrix was released in 1999,

it brought to life previous purely philosophical

concepts of Plato’s cave and Descartes’ ‘Brain in

the Vat’ thought experiment. Movie-goers

walked out of movie theatres with an unnerving

sense of surrealness. The realization that reality

as we perceive it could very well be fabricated

or be something that we cannot comprehend

the depth of was a novel idea (for a movie at

that time).

 

Nowadays, the trope has become hackneyed

across all forms of media and it would hardly be

anxiety-inducing(?) for an individual to be

confronted with questions that seek the ‘true’

nature of reality. This also has a rather

unfortunate outcome: the essence of this is

oftentimes neglected.

 

Are our actions controlled by others? Is it all

staged? Even if that were the case, how would

we know? Descartes, for one, proposes a demon

of "utmost power and cunning” who seeks to

deceive us. This evil demon is one that can

conjure up meticulous and intricate illusions of

the world as any individual perceives it. The

sounds we hear, colours, shapes, forms, tastes

we receive as external stimuli and take for

granted to be what their true nature is, all of

these, too, are but mere delusions that it has

trapped us in.

 

If there are indeed other beings controlling us,

their purpose comes into question. Perhaps we

are all but entertainment to them and the action

of me sitting across my laptop typing away at

the keyboard, too, is part of this staged

performance. Not only this moment, but every

moment of my - and your - life would have been

dictated by these superhuman existences. This

line of reasoning is but a rabbit hole to an

existential crisis.

 

We have, however, missed the most important

question to consider: does it even matter to

consider these questions in the first place? After

all, they are of little practical relevance to our 'real’

(or otherwise reality-simulated) life and neither the

consideration nor the ignorance of these

statements would have discernible effect on them.

This quietist mindset is one that provides solace to

the mind - it sidesteps the issue of scepticism and

keeps even the vaguest tendrils of existential crisis

locked away tightly in what amounts to a Pandora’s

box. And god forbid anyone opens them.

 

Wittgenstein, a 19th century Austrian-British

philosopher, took a similarly quietist approach to

such scepticism in philosophy. He argued that

doubts must be based on some fundamental

background knowledge, for otherwise, it becomes

meaningless. It then follows a priori that the

previous questions are needless, and we can all be

perfectly content with carrying on with our pseudo-

simulation brains in vats (or shackled in caves) for

the remainder of our existence. To the same effect,

20th century American philosopher Hilary Putnam

says that even if everything is staged, objects and

concepts in what we perceive as reality should be

taken at face value, for they are a shorthand for

what is epistemically available, and thus is true in

that sense.

 

In this manner, the conundrum can be avoided and

we can, once again, sleep in peace.

Is the whole world, along with
our experiences, staged?
written by oviya
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Is complex thought possible without
language?

written by cherry

In George Orwell’s classic 1984, he explores the relationship between language and thought by

introducing a new language: Newspeak. Newspeak was designed by the totalitarian government, Big

Brother, as a means to diminish thinking. It does so by limiting vocabulary, removing all synonyms and

antonyms. Bad instead becomes ungood, warm becomes uncold and words such as excellent or great no

longer exist, only the root word good does. This way, Big Brother inhibited concepts such as freedom or

democracy from fostering in the minds of their citizens.

 

Now, what if we removed language entirely? Would we still be capable complex thoughts?

 

A “complex” thought is more than just a thought, it is a higher order of thinking that comprises one’s

ability to be creative, think critically and form rational conclusions. Even without language, I believe

complex thought is still possible. I present my arguments from two angles: in that non-linguistic creatures

are capable of thought, and that not all thought can be expressed in language. For the sake of these

arguments, I will define language as purely linguistics, and not other forms of language such as auditory,

visual or tactile language.

 

If language were to be the precursor of thought, it would hence be logical that non-linguistic creatures

should not be able to think. However, this is clearly quite untrue. Take for instance a small child that has

yet to learn a language. The child runs towards an object, suddenly encounters an obstacle and stops. It

looks around, searching for alternative approaches. It hesitates, then it runs around the obstacle and

reaches the desired object.

 

Did the child think? Or crows that possess the ability to make and use tools, and when presented with a

choice, select suitable ones to accomplish a particular task. Did the crows think? In both cases, I believe,

definitely. The child was able to analyse its situation and problem-solve. For the crow, it was able to

learn from the past and use this information to make informed decisions in the future. Non-linguistic

creatures, though unable to verbalise it, are evidently capable of forming thoughts.

 

https://www.google.com/url?
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Is complex thought possible without
language?

written by cherry

The idea of our thoughts being limited by our linguistic ability hinges on the theory of linguistic

determinism. It claims that language and its structures determine human knowledge, thought, or various

thought processes like memory. But this theory has been widely discredited by linguists, and rightfully so.

The English lexicon is incapable of fully expressing our thoughts; we can perceive objects and

experiences that might not have corresponding words to represent them.

 

Deaf-blind humanitarian Helen Keller recounts her breakthrough in learning sign language as “a thrill of

returning thought; and somehow the mystery of language was revealed to [her]”. This breakthrough in

understanding that every object had a unique work identifying it came when she realised that the

actions her mentor made on her palm symbolised “water”. Before Keller comprehended the concept of

language, she was still able to experience feelings and thoughts in her mental space that were not

expressed through language.

 

Linguistic representations only make perception and communication of these experiences easier and

more efficient. I am sure both you and I have had the frustration of not knowing the appropriate word to

use in an essay, because it just doesn’t “feel right”. Ultimately, thought comes prior to language, and

language is merely a tool that articulates these thoughts for communication.

 

Nonetheless, I concede that language is able to perform a trait of complex thinking that one is unable to

do without linguistics: to critique one's own thoughts. Philosopher Peter Carruthers argued that there is a

type of inner, explicitly linguistic thinking that allows us to bring our own thoughts into conscious

awareness. Indeed, critically reflecting upon one's own thought necessitates the capacity to, whether

internally or externally, verbalise these thoughts. We need to know we are thinking before we can

critique them. In this aspect, language becomes essential to forming complex thoughts.

 

Thought often comes in tandem with language. We speak it, read in it, and more often than not, we think

in it; language is inescapable. But rest assured that even if we live in a world where the word hot no

longer exists, we will still be able to think beyond that.

source: canva



Does everyone feel this way?

written by shina

It’s bright outside. Warm, even through his closed eyelids. There are sounds of life. An

ambulance siren, a car honking, the revving of a loud engine. The day curtains don’t

do much to block the sunlight out. Should have drawn the thick ones. A dog barks. And

again. And again.

 

He rolls over and pulls the sheets up. They’re threadbare, worn, thin. Need to get new

ones soon. It’s the same thing he’s said for months. He shuts his eyes, and the dog

barks again. And again. Another car honks.

 

He opens his eyes, and the world focuses into one spot. Then it zooms out, and

everything is put into perspective. Barely a fraction of a second. Maybe a millisecond?

Probably less.

 

There are cups on the dresser. Mugs. Glasses. Plastic, ceramic, crystal. He vaguely

processes that he needs to wash the dishes.

 

Sheets. Dishes. Draw the curtains. Shower. Eat. Drink. Breathe. Breathe. Breathe.

 

He can almost feel his ribs rattling with every breath, pushing against skin. If he were

to run his fingers over his stomach lying down this way, he would certainly feel them.

Air rushes through his nose, and it is strangely cold for sunlight outside. Damp. The dog

yelps this time.

 

Breathe, breathe, breathe, breathe, breathe.

 

-

 

The city never really sleeps. The sun has long set, but the world is lit still, with orange

streetlights and car

headlamps.

 

It is a certain sort of beauty. Time is suspended for a while, as though everything is

moving and nothing is moving all at once.

 

It is in that time of night that the magnitude of the universe hits her. It’s strange, really,

and mostly incomprehensible. Every car outside the window is a life flying down the

freeway. The world is spinning, spinning, spinning, on and on.

 

She watches the light play across her ceiling. Dappled orange on black shadows, light

then dark, fading rapidly into each other, and her heart aches.

 

 

 



Does everyone feel this way?

written by shina

The city at night is nothing like the city in the daylight. Light brings with it safety, a

sense of being grounded in the tall buildings, surrounded by people. It is a miracle that

it doesn’t set her claustrophobia off. Strangely, the city at night does. The city without

sunlight is weightless. It almost seems to suspend you, and she feels trapped in time,

trapped in space. The city at night makes it hard to breathe, and the only thing that

returns the air to her lungs is home.

At night, without the light to hold her, she is grounded in the four walls of her home,

the warm hug of her sheets, the pillow she clings on to. Here, in this city where she is

one life in thousands, an unknown, the only string that holds her down is home.

 

She closes her eyes, remembering the pattern of light and dark, falling asleep to the

pang in her chest.

 

-

 

This life thing has never been easy for him. Every day is a fight, an uphill battle to make

it anywhere at all. It is a fight to breathe. It is not a fight to the death, but a fight for

life.

 

And so the curtains have been left undrawn for weeks -- he’s sure there are all sorts of

insects that have made their homes in the crevices of the metal rod that holds the

curtains up, but he simply can’t bring himself to care. And the cups have piled up on

the side table, waiting to be washed, dirt caked at the bottoms. The sheets have been

threadbare for months. The shower floor is bone dry.

 

His stomach rumbles. The dog yelps again. He tries to remember what was in his

fridge. A carton of curdled milk, a single square of chocolate. Milk chocolate. He

hates milk chocolate. An empty box of granola bars on the table. A biscuit wrapper he

couldn’t bring himself to toss.

 

He needs to go grocery shopping. Today. He adds that to the list. The list is the same

list he’s had for three days now. Yesterday he’d found a stash of Reese’s Pieces in his

bedside drawer. Today, he’s sure he’ll starve.

 

Breathe. Breathe. Breathe.

 

The dog barks again. The breath rushes out of his lungs, hot now, and cold air takes its

place. It chills him to the bones. He hates the warmth outside. Hates, detests, despises

it. He hates the sounds of life, the cars outside his window, the dog barking, the

children. Hate, hate, hate.

 

-

 



Does everyone feel this way?
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She’s always loved daylight. Warmth, the smell of baking bread, the sound of oil in the

frying pan. She loves the pipes that screech with the water running through, loves the

hot sidewalk under her shoes, loves the way the sunlight bounces off glass and metal,

loves the way the heat of life seems to be trapped in the terrarium of the city.

 

They used to call her a sensitive child. The kind that’s just the slightest bit more

delicate than everyone else, almost like a passionfruit hanging off the side of the

trellis. Only the slightest breeze for it, for her, to fall and split.

The city, in particular, has a certain kind of brashness to it. It never sleeps, never

pauses, never takes a break. Everyone is going somewhere, and every place is waiting

on someone. It almost always smells of cars and sweat and the warm aroma of coffee

 

The smell of coffee makes her smile, but she’s never been a coffee kind of girl. No, her

drink of choice has always been hot chocolate. And she’s the girl who smiles at people

who don’t smile back, who don’t even register her presence.

 

Her heart aches, still, just a little bit, but while the sun is up, the warmth drowns it out.

 

-

 

The air smells weird.

 

It’s the first thought he has, the first thing he registers as he steps through his door and

into sunlight. It’s… strange. A little less damp. Almost crisp, if that had ever been said

about this place, with its cars and people and heat.

 

Heat. The air is cooler than he’d expected, not quite the same as the blistering, humid,

blanketing air he’d remembered it to be.

 

And he hates it, hates how it makes him feel, hates how he’s almost even grateful.

Grateful for life, for the heat, for the sun, for the air that is not musty, not old, not

damp.

 

The dog barks, somewhere near, again. And again. His legs feel unsteady, and for a

long moment he thinks this is it. He’s made it out here, and he’s going to fall here and

someone will have to find his bony body lying there, dehydrated and starving. For a

bleak second, he entertains the thought. It would be easier than moving.

 

Then his feet are lifting, stepping, sliding across the ground.

 

-
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It’s a normal day. People filter in and out of the coffeeshop, carrying books, bags,

laptops, lives.

 

And she is watching, watching, her fingers running over the spine of the book sat on

the table. She sips her coffee occasionally, and runs her fingers through her hair more

often than she should.

 

She wonders who each person is. What they work as, whether they’re a parent, what

kind of parent they are. She wonders if they have siblings, if they prefer reading over

running.

Her eyes catch on every person that passes her, and she marvels at the life that fills up

the place. It is just another day, so ordinary, the kind that will inevitably blend into all

the rest, but for now she revels in the moment.

 

The shop smells like coffee and bagels, and he loves bagels, though he hates people.

And so it is after much debate that he finally pushes the door open. The cold air

washes over him, and the mugginess of the city air catches up to him.

 

His gaze sweeps the room, shifty. He doesn’t want to catch anyone’s attention. And

then it lands on hers. Her stare is sharp, piercing, as though she sees through him. Then

she smiles, just for a moment, and his gaze shifts away. His ribs are shaking again,

knocking into each other in his chest.

 

Breathe. Breathe. Breathe.

 

-

 

 

The nervous-looking boy doesn’t smile back at her. He’s a little unkempt, rumpled shirt

hanging off his bony frame. She wonders if he might fall, but she sees his grit in the set

of his jaw, in the angle of his shoulders.

 

 

His eyes blink quickly, never lingering on any point for too long. They flicker over the

menu, over the rows of juices and smoothies in the clear glass display, over the

people.

 

 

For a moment, his eyes meet hers again. Then he blinks, and it’s gone, and she

watches him walk away with his bagel and hot chocolate.



Prosthetics are used to provide amputees with an

alternative to their severed limbs. Mechanical

devices that enable amputees to walk again have

been around for centuries, the most simple being

the peg leg.

 

In recent years, computers have been used to help

fit amputees with prosthetic limbs. Most prosthetic

facilities use a computer-aided design or

computer-aided manufacturing to design a model

of the patient's amputated limb, which is used to

make a mould which will help shape the new limb.

 

The typical prosthetic device consists of a custom

fitted socket, an internal structure (also called a

pylon), knee cuffs and belts that attach it to the

body, prosthetic socks that cushion the area of

contact, and, in some cases, realistic-looking skin.

 

Tailor-made for each individual, prosthetic limbs

are first prescribed by a medical doctor, usually

after consultation with the amputee, a prosthetist,

and a physical therapist. “

 

So, how are prosthetics made?”

 

Being able to successfully make prosthetic limbs

requires accuracy and attention to detail. Every

part is intricate and requires perfect detail in order

to work smoothly. Attention to detail is an essential

skill required in this process.

 

The prosthetist evaluates the state of the

amputated area and takes an impression of the

residual limb before beginning assembly of the

limb.

 

The lengths of required body segments are then

measured and are used to determine the location

of bones and tendons in the remaining part of the

limb. Using the impression and the measurements,

a plaster cast of the stump, from which an exact

duplicate of the stump is created, is made from

thermoplastic.

 

A sheet of clear thermoplastic is heated and

vacuum-formed around the positive mould. In this

process, the heated sheet is simply laid over the

top of the mould in a vacuum chamber. The air

between the sheet and the mould is sucked out of

the chamber, collapsing the sheet around the

mould and forcing it into the exact shape of the

mould. This thermoplastic sheet is now the test

socket that is used to ensure the socket fits

correctly in the amputated limb.

 

Changes can be made to it before finalising the

socket’s design.The prosthetist works with the

patient to ensure that the test socket fits properly

to the stump. It is then adjusted based on the

patients’ feedback and the process repeats itself

until the socket is a perfect fit. The patient may be

given thicker socks, which cover the limb, for

comfort.

 

Then, the permanent socket is formed using

polypropylene. It is also vacuum-formed over a

mould.The limb is then put together by the

prosthetist’s technician. The prosthetist then fits

the complete custom-made limb to the patient.

The prosthetic is now complete.

 

After fitting the prosthetic limb, the patient has to

get used to the prosthetic. It can take an amputee

up to 20 weeks to learn how to walk again.

Although this whole process is long and hard,

prosthetics can greatly improve an amputee’s life.

How are prosthethics made?
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